
APPENDIX-A ORGANIZATION AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRONIC 
FILES ACCOMPANYING THIS REPORT (TASK-1) 

  



A-1: Microsoft Access Database

A-1.1: Cracking and GIS Data

Data from the GIS data set, which includes the project number, and cracking data calculated and 
obtained from the Pavement Management Systems data set. This data set was obtained after 
running the custom algorithm, as described in Data Mapping using Custom Algorithm (Section 
2.3.3).

A-1.2: GIS Material Data

Geographical Information Systems data obtained from MnDOT including pavement section GIS 
coordinates as well as project number.

A-1.3: LIMS Database

Laboratory Information Management Systems data obtain from MnDOT containing mix 
parameter information (AFT, VMA, VFA, etc.), as well as mix designation and project number.

A-1.4: MDR

Material Data Records data obtained from MnDOT containing mix design information, 
aggregate pit source information (indicating presence of recycled materials), and MDR and mix 
designation specific to each mix.

A-1.5: Mixes with Recycled Materials

Data set obtained from conducting queries in the MDR data set to return mixes that have some 
presence or recycled materials from an aggregate pit source. MDR and mix designation are also 
included in this data set, as well as the type of recycled material present in the asphalt mix.

A-1.6: Pavement Management Systems

Data set obtained from MnDOT which contains pavement type (BAB, BOB, etc.), year of 
distress survey, traffic information, distress information, pavement section GIS coordinates, and 
route number and identification information.  

A-1.7: PMS and GIS Sort

Data set containing both PMS and GIS pavement information with overlapping pavement section 
coordinates. This data set was obtained after running the custom algorithm.

A-1.8: TSR

Data obtained from MnDOT containing project number, SP#, ITS (dry), ITS (wet), and TSR.
 

  



A-2: Statistical Analysis Files (SAS)

A-2.1: SAS Analysis Code Sets for Statistical analysis

A-2.2: Cracking Analysis

This file contains SAS code in separate folders titled “Cracking” and “Avg Cracking”. 

The “Cracking” file contains SAS code used to analyze mix parameters and cracking of 
type MTCTotal, MTCWeighted, MTCRTotal, MTCRWeighted, MLCTotal, MLCWeighted, 
MLCRTotal, and MLCRWeighted.  
The “Avg Cracking” file contains SAS code used to analyze mix parameters and cracking 
of type ATCTotal, ATCWeighted, ALCTotal, and ALCWeighted. 

A-2.3: Single Variable Analysis

This file contains SAS code used to analysis certain mix parameters dealing with the single 
variable analysis that were not involved in the multiple variable analysis. A single variable 
analysis was conducted on some mix parameters (AFT, VMA, etc.) during the multiple variable 
analysis process. This explains the absence of these mix parameters in this file. 

A-2.4: Multiple Variable Analysis

This file contains SAS code used to analyze groupings of multiple mix parameters with ITS (dry), 
ITS (wet), and TSR. Two folders titled “LS Means” and “Means” exist in this file. For the scope of 
this project and report, only code sets of type “LS Means” were investigated.  

A-2.5: Results Viewer Clear Code

This single file contains code used to be run between SAS code set runs to clear the “Results 
Viewer” window in the SAS program. Without running this code, output tables and graphs from 
previous runs are also included and make it difficult to decipher between distinct code set 
results.  

A-2.6: Outputs from Statistical Analysis in HTML Format

Cracking Analysis: Complete SAS output generated after running cracking analysis code sets. 
This contains output tables for both average cracking and cracking data. 

Multiple Variable Analysis: Complete SAS output generated after running multiple variable 
analysis analysis code sets. 

Single Variable Analysis: Complete SAS output generated after running certain single variable 
analysis code sets.



APPENDIX-B: CONSTRUCTION PLANS (TASK-2A) 

  



The construction plans for the projects studied in this research are provided in this appendix. 
The plans are organized in following order: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highway 

TH 1 

SP Number 

8821-103 

TH 2 1102-59 

TH 6 3107-42 

TH 10 0502-95 

I-35 0283-26 

TH 53 8821-177 

TH 113 4407-12 and 5413-10 

TH 210 1805-72 

TH 212 1017-12 
































































































































































































